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Job roles and responsibilities – classroom resources 

Resource B 
Use the job to complete the sentence. 

 
 

1.  A .................................................. works in a salon and cuts people's hair. 

2.  A .................................................. works in a school and teaches students. 

3.  A ........................................ works in a surgery and finds out why a person is sick. 

4.  A ............................................ works in a hospital and looks after sick people. 

5.  A ............................................ deals with emergencies and helps to stop crime. 

6.  A .............................................. helps people when they come into a building. 

7.  A ................................................................. deals with customers in a shop. 

8.  A ........................................................ helps people with legal problems. 

9.  An ........................................... works in an office and helps to design and build 

roads and bridges. 

10.  A ........................................... works in a building and keeps it clean and tidy. 

11.  An ............................................... works in the office of a company or business.  

lawyer receptionist office worker police officer 

engineer hairdresser shop assistant 

nurse doctor teacher cleaner 
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Job roles and responsibilities – classroom resources 

Resource C 
Match the word with the meaning. 
 

work  to take action to solve a problem 

look after  to do a job to earn money 

deal with  to make it easier for someone to do something 

help  
to take care of something or someone, to keep it healthy or in a 
good condition 

 
 
 
Match the word with the meaning. 
 

work  to take action to solve a problem 

look after  to do a job to earn money 

deal with  to make it easier for someone to do something 

help  
to take care of something or someone, to keep it healthy or in a 
good condition 

 

 

 
Match the word with the meaning. 
 

work  to take action to solve a problem 

look after  to do a job to earn money 

deal with  to make it easier for someone to do something 

help  
to take care of something or someone, to keep it healthy or in a 
good condition 
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Job roles and responsibilities – classroom resources 

Resource D 

a shop assistant 

an office worker 

a police officer 

a teacher 

a hairdresser 

a nurse 
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Job roles and responsibilities – classroom resources 

a receptionist 

a cleaner 

an engineer 

a doctor 

a lawyer 
 


